Dispersion engineered Ge₁₁.₅As₂₄ Se₆₄.₅ nanowire for supercontinuum generation: a parametric study.
A promising design of Ge₁₁.₅As₂₄ Se₆₄.₅ nanowires for supercontinuum generation is proposed through numerical simulations. It can be used for generating a supercontinuum with 1300-nm bandwidth. The dispersion parameters upto eighth-order are obtained by calculating the effective mode index with the finite-element method. We have investigated dispersion curves for a number of nanowire geometries. Through dispersion engineering and by varying dimensions of the nanowires we have identified a promising structure that shows possibility of realizing a wideband supercontinuum. We have found significant variations in its bandwidth with the inclusion of higher-order dispersion coefficients and indicated the possibility of obtaining spurious results if the adequate number of dispersion coefficients is not considered. To confirm the accuracy of dispersion coefficients obtained through numerical computations, we have shown that a data-fitting procedure based on the Taylor series expansion provides good agreement with the actual group velocity dispersion curve obtained by using a full-vectorial finite-element mode-solver.